DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
Pratap Vihar, Ghaziabad
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

Class

I – Write alankar no. 1 & 2, draw 2 musical instruments picture, draw the key pad in two times & practice it.

II – Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 10 musical instruments name, National anthem, 10 singer name.

III – Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 1 devotional song, 1 patriotic song, draw key pad picture and do practice alankar no. 1,2, and 3.

IV – Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 1 devotional song, 1 patriotic song, 10 singers name, draw key pad picture and do practice alankar no. 1,2, 3 and 4.

V – Practice of alankar no. 1,2,3,4 & 5 on key pad, write national anthem, 1 patriotic song, 1 devotional song, 2 filmy song.

VI – 25 musical instruments name, 20 singer name, 10 musician name, 1 patriotic 1 devotional song, 1 comedy song.

VII – Draw 2 musical instruments picture, complete national song, write 2 filmy classical songs, 2 new school prayers.

VIII – History of any 2 musical instrument, 4 poem composition, practice alankar 1-8 on keypad.

IX – History of any 2 musical instruments, Life story of any 2 Indian musician, practice alankar 1-9 on keypad.

X – Biography of any 2 Indian singers, History of Harmonium and table, practice alankar 1-15 on keypad.
DAV PUBLISC SCHOOL
Pratap Vihar, Ghaziabad

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

CLASS - I

Write alankar no. 1 & 2, draw 2 musical instruments picture, draw the key pad in two times & practice it.
DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
Pratap Vihar, Ghaziabad

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

CLASS - II

Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 10 musical instruments name, National anthem, 10 singer name.
Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 1 devotional song, 1 patriotic song, draw key pad picture and do practice alankar no. 1, 2, and 3.
Draw 2 musical instruments picture, 1 devotional song, 1 patriotic song, 10 singers name, draw key pad picture and do practice alankar no. 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Practice of alankar no. 1,2,3,4 & 5 on key pad, write national anthem, 1 patriotic song, 1 devotional song, 2 filmy song.
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

CLASS - VI

25 musical instruments name, 20 singer name, 10 musician name, 1 patriotic 1 devotional song, 1 comedy song.
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

CLASS - VII

Draw 2 musical instruments picture, complete national song, write 2 filmy classical songs, 2 new school prayers.
History of any 2 musical instrument, 4 poem composition, Practice alankar 1 to 8 on keypad.
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2016-17)

Subject – Music

CLASS – IX

History of any 2 musical instruments, Life story of any 2 Indian musician, Practice alankar 1 to 9 on keypad.
Biography of any 2 Indian singers, History of Harmonium and table, Practice alankar 1 to 15 on keypad.